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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the most appropriate location and design for
an instrument interface that can utilize minimum volume within a Cessna 210 wing-pod.
This study considered some instruments such as a radiometer, heitronics pyrometer, laser
altimeter and a network camera; to develop a suitable instrument interface. The study
examined the process needed to implement a design methodology for instrument
interfaces for flight testing. The study combined varying physiological factors to produce
a design for the internal-instruments‟ interface of a wing pod. These factors include but
may not be limited to simulated analysis, impact on human physiology, center of gravity
calculations and practicality of instrument location. Accessibility factors evidently
determined the most accessible placement of the flight test instruments for maintenance
as well enable effective space utilization within the wing pod. Constraints of the study
resulted in an acceptable zonal placement of the instruments forward of the certified
center of gravity and a design that is simply effective. The results are not outstanding as
any change in instrument interface features such as weight, design and location will alter
the zonal placement of the instruments by moving it further aft. Further improvements
can be made by optimizing the design to improve the structural strength and loading
configurations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Rationale
D. Henry Edel Jr. [1] defined design as “a creative decision making process directed
towards the fulfillment of human needs.” This study seeks to combine various principles
of design. Principles incorporated into the progression from ideas to physical form.
Design process harnesses the seven principles of visual design. The principles are
“rhythm, dominance, balance, transition, variety, contrast, and unity” op. cit. These
principles form the foundation upon which the final drawing was drawn. The design of an
instrument interface has sought to satisfy the scientific mission needs, maintain functional
values as lower weight and costs.
Design of an instrument interface is critically important to the functionality of flight
instrumentation. Interface can adversely affect the data recording and the accuracy of the
data. A weak design can inevitably result in the disastrous failure of the structural
components thereby sequestering the instruments from its fixed structure. In flight testing
this occurrence will be a hindrance to a scientific team, whose main purpose is to tabulate
recorded data for particular missions. This results in higher costs, delayed missions and
potential damage to pertinent elements of the aircraft. Determining which design will
result in a safer interface for the instrument pod-radome assembly is necessary.
At the University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) Aviation Systems department, a
culture of design management dominates all preflight scientific alterations. It is required
that a study focusing on the design should also identify the inhabited techniques of design
management utilized to suffice research needs. This study integrates design thinking into
design management. Design incorporates methods and processes to fulfill a role in
creating value added products and services. The instrument interface must provide the
UTSI Aviation Systems with some improved performance capabilities.
The instrument interface must be human-centered. The instrument interface combines the
anthropometric solutions to determine which probable design would have the least
1

physiological impact on the human body during maintenance. This study also uses ideal
physiological dimensions to simulate zones of confinement and how these zones
ultimately prohibit installed instrument repairs and recovery of loose parts. This is
particularly important to repair crews who may risk injury trying to reach distant
components installed at the extremities of the pod and radome. Scott Openshaw [2]
“Ergonomics and Design: A Replacement Guide” supports this statement by stating
“Ergonomics is used to make products that help employees work more comfortably
efficiently and effectively. Ergonomics is the science focused on the study of human fit to
decreased fatigue and discomfort through product design where it is important to consider
how the products fit the people that are using them”. This study embodies this principle
as is categorically eliminates designs of poor ergonomics.
The instrument interface will also have an aesthetic quality to it. Aesthetics, though a
minor concern, greatly increases the human appeal to it. For example it can assist in
convincing sponsors of the validity of a proposal. This is a human intuition where beauty
is generally a reflection of good design. Therefore all projects in order to attain human
support will have a measure of aesthetic quality.

1.2 Statement of Problem
To develop a drawing, that incorporates three translational degrees of motion into a
confined space of the pod and radome. The three translational motions correspond to the
body axis of the aircraft. Forward and backward (x axis), left to right (y axis) and up and
down (z axis). The drawing must also show the limitations (measured in inches) of the
translational motion on the body axis within the confined space of the pod. The drawing
must be aligned to the aircraft axis coordination system. This system must be clearly
identified by known standardized identification marks. This system for the instrument
interface of the pod and radome must be independent of the aircraft‟s system and also
must be represented on the aircraft‟s coordinate system.
To develop a drawing that demonstrates the interchangeability of the positions for
particular instruments within the pod and radome. This will emphasize the effect the
2

restrictions have on the selected instruments‟ positions within the pod and radome. This
study considered some instruments such as a radiometer, heitronics pyrometer, laser
altimeter and a network camera; to develop a suitable instrument interface. The drawing
must also show the maximum possible range of fixed positions on the body axis within
the pod radome.
To develop an instrument interface which limits the amount of time needed to change
equipment. The instrument interface must provide the least manufacturing needed to
fabricate it. The fabrication process must be outlined and the process must be simple but
effective.
The drawing will also identify the physiological impact on the personnel responsible
for its maintenance. The drawing will identify areas of limited reach and procedures for
accurate and safe maintenance of the instruments.
The drawing will also identify weight and balance limitations of the pod and radome.
The maximum and minimum weight range will also be identified and maintained as
extreme limits. This weight range will also be used to develop a center of gravity weight
and balance schematic representation.

1.3 Objectives
To develop an interface drawing that adds minimum weight to the pod-radome
assembly. The drawing with the least weight is preferred. Limiting the weight in the pod
and radome is extremely important as any change in weight will affect the amount of
weight that can be added to the pod-radome assembly.
To develop a drawing for parts that reduces the expense to build and develop. The
least expensive a drawing can be proven to be, will also be a major deciding factor.
Maintaining costs at a minimal level is extremely beneficial and must add minimal costs
to the per flight hour costs.
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To develop a drawing of parts that reduces manufacturing input to build. Less
manufacturing needed will statistically reduce the amount of probable errors. Errors lead
to repairs which lead to incurred costs.
To develop a drawing for an assembly that reduces maintenance procedures. These
procedures must be as simple as possible. The procedure must be able to be done by one
abled bodied person. The weight of the radar and pod-radome 17.85 lbs. weight limit
stems from the summation of the fixed weight component (7.25 lbs.) and the radar weight
(10.6 lbs.).

4

II. METHODS
2.1. Procedures
2.1.1 Communication for Solutions
The Aviation Systems Department of the University of Tennessee Space Institute weekly
meeting has been developed to invigorate new ideas as well as chart the progress of
departmental projects. These progress meetings serve as the catalyst for most ingenuity
within the department and also an intellectual debate hall for aircraft repairs and
regulation. It was at one of these meetings at the Tullahoma airport, where the potential
need to retrofit the Cessna 210 pod (“part number: 2170300-1”) Cessna Repair Manual
AK210 [3] and radome (“part number: 1570366-17”) ibid with scientific instruments was
first heralded. The belief that a pod and radome adds significant mission capabilities to
the Cessna 210 aircraft was communicated. However many problems persisted and the
development of probable solutions had to be sought.
One probable solution was to utilize the pod and radome to provide aerial support for
downward looking (defined as z axis on the body axis system or pointing towards the
sea). It was decided that a drawing of an instrument interface should be multifarious and
have the capacity to support various equipment particularly those which has downward
looking capabilities. The instrument interface also had to allow easy access and
interchangeability similar to that of a line replacement unit. A desirable feature of the
pod-radome assembly instrument interface would be a rail system. A rail system would
allow spatial mounting and alighting of instruments in an opened pod.

2.1.2 Critique of Pod and Radome

Volumetric spacing is essential in determining design characteristics. Volume affects the
length, max width, internal confinements and zones of reach for volumetric analysis.
5

Immanuel Kant [4] “Space then is a necessary representation which ….must be
considered as the condition of the possibility of phenomena and by no means as a
determination of the dependent”. Though Kant‟s critique of pure reason probably has no
direct relation to scientific experimentation, it sets the frame work for design. Where the
design must utilize space which is the volume available for instruments and interface
within the pod-radome assembly. The necessary representation of the interface must be
thought of before it can be drawn hence “a priori” ibid. External intuitions stem from
departmental communication, human factor concerns and experimental limitations that
shape the final design. Using this as a guide, Figure 1 illustrates how the pod was divided
into sectional conical frustums and the frustum‟s features used to calculate the volume.
The Table 1 and Figure 1 identify the sectional diameters and the distance (height)
between the sectional boundaries. Since each section has been divided into frustums the
summation of frustum volumes will be equivalent to the total volume. Equation (1)
describes the volume of a frustum.

Figure 1: Illustration of pod and radome divided into frustums
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Table 1: Volumetric Analysis of pod without pylon volume considered
Volumetric Analysis of the Pod (without pylon)
Section

1

2

3

4

5

6

Diameter

0.5

6.2

10.9

9.3

5.8

Frustum
Section

1 to 2

2 to 3 to 4
3

4 to 5

5 to 6

6 to 7

Distance
(height)

1.4

3.4

4.0

13.9

11.3

5.75

Frustum
Volume

61

703

1360

4477

2086

249

7
in

in

8935

in3

In equation (1) d is diameter of a circular top (sample shown in Figure 1), b is the
diameter of the circular base, (a sample is shown in Figure 1) π is 3.141 and V is the
conical frustum volume and h is the height or the distance between the top surface and
the base surface, thereby revealing a structure that has a total volume defined as the
summation of all frustums volume of 8935in3 shown in Figure 1 with a total length of
39.75 inches.
(1)
The instruments also are confined to a volume when installed in the pod. The podradome assembly and Radar components are shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 illustrates the
location and installation of the pod-radome assembly on the wing of the Cessna 210
Aircraft. However to utilize the volume of the pod-radome assembly the internal
limitations must be known. Due to the fact that most of the instruments mentioned in the
abstract occupy a cuboid volume it would be good to know the max width (on the y
plane) and the max height (on the z plane).
7

Figure 2: Radar Antenna and Radome Installation on Cessna 210

[3]

The max width for instruments in the pod and pylon alone is 3.08 inches (shown in Table
2) whereas the restricted max height is 11 inches. The restricted max height symbolized
in Table 2 as max height * is the restricted height that does not allow the free movement
of instruments from within the pod to outside of the pod. The instrument can be finagled
to fit the pod. The min height in Table 2 is the maximum height without any hindrance
and the instruments that fit this height do not have to be finagled. Table 2 has two
sections identified as the instrument zones within rails and instrument zones within pod.
„Instrument zones within the rails‟is the space within the retractable slider drawer rail.
However if need be for an aft instrument, it can be added to the slider drawer‟s fixed
section or the „Instrument zones within pod‟ shown in Table 2.
Table 3 identifies the reach zones at the empty pod-radome assembly center of gravity
(cg) and the most forward point allowable. The two points present variations in the
allowable volume for the instruments. This volume also varies in the pod, though the
width is the same, the height varies along the chord (x axis) of the pod-radome assembly.
The pod and radome had pre-installed fixed components which adds to the weight and
minimizes available spacing for the instruments. The fixed components serve as
structural supports for the mounted radar.
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Table 2: Table of instrument limit zones of the pod and pod-pylon
Instrument zones within rails

Instrument zones within pod

max width

3.08 In max width

4.51 In

min width

1.64 In min width

3.08 In

max height *

11 In max height *

min height

10.25 In

9.25 In min height

9.25 In

Table 3: Reach zones at the forward and aft center of gravity points
Dimensions of reach zone within the pod and pylon
Empty
podradome cg
Max width
Max height

29.54
8.2
8.1

Forward
in point
in Max width
in Max height

12
6.6
6.9

in
in
in

Dimensions of reach zone
within pod

Min height
Max height
Max width

9.25
10.5
4.51

in
in
in

These parts add 0.78 lbs. to the structure. These parts support the pod and radome, when
it has been instrumented with radar (part: ART 161-A: 28 VDC at 2.7 amps. with a base
of 10.32 inches, weight of 10.6 lbs.). The fixed parts were manufactured to strength and
the verification of these structural concerns is beyond the scope of this study. Thereby,
the maximum payload weight is presumed to be equal to the radar weight of 10.6 lbs. for
the assembled instruments, shown in Figure 3 (including the weight of the instrument
interface and the instruments). The ideal location for the instruments was based on the
geometric and center of gravity considerations. The mainframe distance (identified as the
forward contact point in Table 4) from the aircraft‟s datum, determined from the actual
aircraft and scaled drawings from the pilot manual was 39.6 inches. Using this scaled
referenced datum, the location of the center of gravity was initially referenced to the
aircraft location (shown in Table 4 as the total cg).
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Table 4: Pod, Radome and Radar cg and referenced locations from Aircraft’s
datum
LOCATIONS ON POD-RADOME : MEASURED FROM THE
AIRCRAFT’S DATUM

Configuration

Arm

Forward Contact Point

39.60

Aft Contact Point

66.77

Aft Point

65.68

Pod, Radome & Screws cg

45.22

Radar cg

35.61

Total – Empty pod-radome assembly

39.51

Table 4a identifies the Arm, weight and moments for pod-radome and screws, radar and
total moment weight. The radome, pod and screws were all used to calculate the empty
weight (pod-pylon, radome, screws and the aforementioned fixed components in the podpylon) center of gravity. Figure 3 has several main characteristics which are important to
the pod-radome analysis. In Figure 3 the 50 inches length represents the distance from the
pod-radome‟s datum to the aft apex and 10 inches dimension represents the distance from
pod-radome‟s datum to the radome apex. Above the pod there is a measurements 23.92
inches. The 23.92 inches dimension is the distance of the forward contact point from the
pod-radome‟s datum. The aft contact point is 1.09 inches aft of the aft point as shown in
Figure 3. The empty weight (which is the weight of the pod-radome, fixed components,
and screws) center of gravity (cg) is located at 29.54 inches aft of the pod-radome‟s
datum. The radar cg is at 19.93 inches, and the total weight (summation of the radar
weight and empty weight) center of gravity is at the 23.83 inches (calculation will be
shown later on) marking in Figure 3.
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Table 4a: Pod, Radome and Radar weight, moments and cg locations from
Aircraft’s datum
C.G LOCATION ON POD-RADOME : MEASURED FROM THE
AIRCRAFT'S DATUM

Configuration

Arm

Weight Moment

Pod, Radome & Screws

45.22

7.25

328

Radar

35.61

10.6

377

Total

39.51

17.85

705

The total weight‟s cg for any configuration cannot be further aft than this point as this
point is considered the certified center of gravity and serves as the structural limit of the
pod-radome assembly. The 16.8 inches is the furthest aft point for the maximum payload
weight (result of the total weight – summation of the empty weight and the rail weight)
and the 12 inches represents the most forward point the rail system can reach.
The pod-pylon has two contact points (see Figure 3) which were used to measure the
weight. The forward contact point is at 39.6 inches and the aft contact point is at 66.77
inches from the aircraft‟s datum. Figure 3 also shows the entire referenced arm to Cessna
210 aircraft‟s datum. The aft contact point is 1.09 inches aft of the pod aft apex (shown in
Figure 3 at 50 inches from pod datum). The aft point in Figure 3 has been placed 50
inches from the pod-radome‟s datum.

11

Figure 3: Illustration of components arms and reference distances from the podradome assembly datum and the Cessna 210 Aircraft datum

2.1.3. Critique of the Type of Interfaces

To accommodate an easy replacement procedure, an overview of the types of systems
which could be employed must be analyzed systematically. Some suggestions were made
to extract a sectional portion of the pod to allow instruments to be downward looking to
prevent data corruption of the optical instruments. However this application was soon
discovered to harbor a plethora of flaws. These flaws included extreme exposure to
atmospheric elements, avid distortion of the aerodynamic flow and required technical
installations. To expound further, an open hatch would allow icing to affect some of the
instruments as ice collates around the lenses. Noise is introduced into the data thereby
reducing the validity of the acquired data. An open hatch would distort the flow around
the pod-pylon and would require additional computational fluid simulation testing to
effectively reduce the contribution to drag. This is critical as the pod-radome assembly is
installed on the lower side of the Cessna 210 wing. Also to manufacture an open hatch
12

introduces additional problems such as the shape of the cut out surface, impacts the
strength of the pod. A square extraction can lead to stress concentrations in the pod and
an oval shape minimizes these concentrated stress regions. Fiber glass material generally
has strength in its planar surface whereas an extraction would increase the shear flow and
stress concentration around the extracted region. Jack Collins Failure of Materials in
Mechanical Design [5] stated “Stress concentration effects due to changes in shape,
geometrical discontinuities, or joints may strongly affect the fatigue strength of a
machine part even if the part is made of a ductile material”. Thereby, to reduce the
possibility of stress concentrations an open hatch is the least favored option. Also since
the pod has been pre-designed and manufactured and tested to Federal Aviation
Regulations it would not be feasible to have an open section.
Another consideration to the pod-radome assembly was to develop a swivel hatch. The
swivel adds technicalities to the manufacturing process. A swivel hatch would provide an
easier maintenance procedure for mechanics; however the material of the hatch would
have to be transparent (to allow visibility for optical instruments as well as have a reliable
locking mechanism. To alleviate the complexity of design alterations, the concept of
having a swivel hatch or an open section was discarded due to aforementioned reasons.
Design which requires the least manufacturing input would be the most desirable design
for the pod-radome assembly. A preposition was made to utilize the pre-existing podradome assembly effectively by retrofitting it with a rail system which will facilitate the
easy access to instruments and potential repairs. Rail system restricts the maximum width
and „wiggle‟ room for the instruments. The rail design has a plethora of options.
Developing the rail system allows the perusal of several types of rails or channels. Most
rails are equipped with roller bearings and allow some mobility, however the channel and
shape of the confined area affects the feasibility of these rails. The channels have varied
shapes which include strut channel (straight, deep, curve) to allow an efficient instrument
interface. However the strut channels alone do not provide an instrument interface and
require additional attachments and locking devices which adds considerable weight to the
overall design. Weight estimation of the additional parts found that it would be too heavy,
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as much as 3 lbs. which greatly diminishes the loading potential of the pod-radome
assembly. The various types of channels were considered (L, C and slider drawing) for
the design; however the curvature of the pod provided unprecedented obstacles. The
curvature of C-sections is shown in Figure 4b. Obstacles in the form of the curvature of
pod proved to be a critical factor. Reason being, the channels or struts have to be attached
to the non-metallic pod. Bonding fiberglass to metallic elements can cause problems such
as delamination from different thermal expansion properties. This problem can be
alleviated by using an adhesive to bond the two compounds.
However, the adhesive as minute as it is adds to the overall weight as much as 0.25 lbs.
Though minute, it diminishes the total available loading by 2.3% and when accumulated
with channels, screws, tab lock nuts, it is at least 4 to 5 lbs., an equivalent 42% of the
available loading. Besides that, using adhesive or a bonding agent greatly limits the
spatial possibilities by only allowing for one configuration thereby greatly limiting future
configurations. Versatility is critical for airborne science flight research missions as it
allows instrument interchangeability. The pod interface must incorporate the ability to
adapt to mission requirements and having a permanent fixture would allow the least
available options. Even employing the channels and struts in a straight configuration
would consume the majority of the pod width, thereby allowing for 3 inches maximum
width in the pod whereas other systems provide a maximum width 4.51 inches.
Based on departmental needs a sliding drawer system was suggested to replace the rail
system. Sliding drawer would have a smaller cross-sectional thereby allowing a larger
width for instruments. This system proved to be lighter and effectively simpler than
earlier rail systems. The slider drawer system needs at least two fixed points for mounting
an aft point and a forward mounting point. The forward mounting point is affixed to the
main bulkhead whereas the aft mounting point would need an additional bulkhead to
mount. The aft bulkhead is made of Aluminum 2024-T3 for analysis purposes. The aft
bulkhead is a round disc fastened to a 0.5 inches long cylindrical section by square
brackets. This section is then held in a position that is perpendicular to the aircraft‟s
waterline, by an adhesive.
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2.1.4. Developing Varying Options for the Design
Varying options were developed to illustrate the designs which have the least desirable
features. The options include one C channel shown in Figure 4b, two L channels shown
in Figure 4aand one sliding drawer. Table 5 identifies key decision making factors such
as volume and weight, ease of manufacture and ease of maintenance. The actual weight
and volume were calculated for each of the design options and given a rank with three
being given for the most desirable and one being the least desirable. The rank was then
multiplied by a weighted value for each feature to give a weighed product. The sum of
the weighted product was color branded for least suitable option, better and best options
for the instrument interface design. The red color showed the drawing which had the least
weighted product, the better option was assigned yellow and the best option was assigned
the green color. The slider drawer system weighs more than the L channel system and
also has a larger volume. However, the L channel in Figure 4a is very difficult to
manufacture when compare to Figure 4 and provides a complicated installation
procedure.
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Table 5: Matrix of factors affecting design decision making
of Ease
of Total
Volume Weight Ease
Manufacturing Maintenance
Weighted Value

6

10

6

8

C Channel Rank

1

1

2

2

L Channel Rank

3

3

1

1

S Drawer Rank

2

2

3

3

Weighted Product
C Channel

6

10

12

16

44

L Channel

18

30

6

8

62

S. Drawer

12

20

18

24

74

Least
Suitable
Option

Better Option

16

Best
Option

The L channel system and the C channel do not allow inter-changeable positions, once it
was installed. However the slider drawer system allows for changed positions and design
configurations. This means the possibility exist to alter the pod-radome assembly
instrument interface. A design which can be adapted for various missions and
configurations was most preferable. In comparison the L channel shown in Figure 4a
system requires several installations to allow variable height instrument installations
while the slider drawer allows variable height with one configuration. The L channel
requires a lot more bonding throughout the manufacturing process. The adhesives when
installed, adds an additional 0.25 lbs. to the L channel. Whereas, the slider drawer‟s
manufacturing process adds an additional 0.09 lbs. to the slider drawer system. The
additional weight changes the total weight of the L channel to 1.35 lbs. and the slider
drawer to 1.637 lbs. The weights at this point are equivalent. Therefore an analysis at this
point would mainly be focused on human factors.

Figure 4: Annotated view of the Slider drawing system [6]
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Figure 4a: Illustration of L Channel combinations [6]

Figure 4b: Illustration of C channel [6]
The slider drawer allows easy access; sufficient spacing to maneuver instruments and
provides a simple procedure for the removal and installation of instruments. Maintenance
of the Slider Drawer is easier due to the capacity to detach a majority of the instrument
interface without damaging the pod‟s external structure.

Figure 4 is an annotated

diagram that displays the Slider drawer system‟s instrument interface and its components
as well as most of the pod-radome‟s fixed structural elements. The fixed element
identified is the Mainframe. The other components (Aft Mainframe, Rail support,
Instrument Placement Holder, and Slider Drawer) comprise the main components of the
Slider Drawer system. The Support Rails would be installed parallel to the aircraft‟s
waterline; this will ensure that downward looking instruments are installed perpendicular
to the waterline, providing the most accurate alignment. This design configuration, once
installed, would reduce the amount of Abbe error. Alexander H Slocum [7] describes
Abbe error as error that is introduced “when the measurement axis is not collinear with
the axis of the quantity being measured”. Table 6 identifies the Abbe error which is
calculated as the original length multiply by the square of the offset angle in radians.
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Table 6: Calculated Acceptable Abbe Error
Abbe Error Acceptability
An error less than seven feet
Altitude (feet)

Acceptable Error

1-5000 ft

3 degree error is acceptable

5001-11500 ft

2 degree error is acceptable

Slocum utilizes a simple formula for calculating Abbe error in feet. The Abbe error is
equivalent to the displacement multiplied by the degree of misalignment (in radians)
squared all divided by 0.5. Table 6 shows an acceptable error less than 7 feet. This is
essential as angles of attack and pitch attitudes vary during flight, resulting in aircraft‟s
waterline not being parallel to the relative ground. Therefore this design provides best
alignment of look down instruments with the vertical direction, thereby minimizing the
Abbe error.
Table 6 illustrates that for altitudes below 11500 feet, a 2 degree of error if it occurs it is
acceptable and for altitudes below 5000 feet, a three degree of Abbe error is acceptable.
However the Abbe error should be minimized at all times, by proper alignment, during
the installation process. Since the Abbe error has been limited by accurate alignment, the
most suited location must be determined.
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2.1.5. Development of a Systematic Representation of the Weight and
Balance of the Pod and Radome

In calculating the center of gravity for an aircraft a weight and balance schematic „dugout
or dog house‟ is usually developed to assist flight personnel in their pre-flight briefings.
However, for an independent weight and balance systems as the Pod and Radome, the
system must be clearly defined and instructions must be coherent. To accurately
determine the weight, the measuring scales had to be standardized. Lukewarm water was
utilized as the international standard to calibrate the J-ship 130 scale. Using the
conversion for 1 pound of water being equivalent to 0.4536 kilograms, the J-ship130
scale was calibrated for instrument error. Figure 5 illustrates the friction bias in the J-ship
130 scale and the linear equations of the upper and lower friction effects. The weight was
added in increments of 1 kilogram up to 5 kilograms, and then 5 kilogram increments up
to fifteen kilograms. The J-ship 130 scale had a minimal increasing friction and
decreasing friction bias. Increasing and decreasing the weights on the scale produces a
0.1 lbs. difference. Figure 5 illustrates the minute difference in the increasing and the
decreasing measurements from 1 kilogram to fifteen kilograms. The measured points are
aligned linearly and almost precisely with the standardized weights as shown in Figure
5a. Figure 5b particularly shows a linear proportional relationship between the mean
measured weight (for increasing and decreasing weight progression) and the actual
weight with a calculated slope of 1.0005. Indicative of a scale that meets regulation
standards. The J-ship 130 scale was utilized to weigh the pod-radome assembly
components. Figure 5 shows the minute differences due to hysteresis. The decreasing
weights in light are link as well as the increasing weights which link by red line. The
mean weight was calculated for each incremental weight and shown in black. The mean
was then compared to the ideal weight Figure 5a.
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Figure 5: Graph of friction effect on the J-ship 130 scale
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Figure 5a: Graph of mean weight versus the actual weight

The pod-radome measurements required placing a block at one end of the contact points
and the J-ship 130 at the other shown in Figure 5b. When the measurement was taken, the
pod was then switched to allow a new measurement. To facilitate the measurement, the
top of the block was made leveled with the J-ship 130 scale. The line being viewed by
the eyes in the Figure 5b, represents a level plane. This yielded the two weights 1.5 lbs.
for the aft contact point and 5.75 lbs. for the forward contact points. The distance
between the two contact points was 27.17 inches. The forward contact point is located at
39.6 inches from aircraft‟s datum and 23.92 inches from pod-Radom‟s datum.
The pod-radome‟s datum is located 15.68 inches aft of the aircraft‟s datum. Utilizing the
following series of equations, the empty weight center of gravity was determined:
Xaft = Xaft_contact = 51.09 inches
Xforward =Xforward_contact = 23.92 inches
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(2)
(3)

Figure 5b: Weighing of the pod with the J-ship 130
Equations 2 and 3 identify the arm for both the forward contact point and the aft contact
point from the pod-radome‟s datum. Equations 4, 5 and 6 identify the empty pod-radome
assembly‟s weight, the forward contact and aft contact moments respectively.
Wempty = Wforward + Waft = (5.75lbs.) + (1.5 lbs.) = 7.25 lbs.
Wforward (Xforward_contact) = 5.75 lbs. (23.92 in) = 137.54 lb.-in
Waft (Xaft_contact) = 1.5 lbs. (51.09 in) = 76.635 lb.-in
Empty Weight Moment (Mempty_weight) = Wforward (Xforward) + Waft (Xaft)
Mempty_weight = 137.54 lb.-in + 76.64 lb.-in = 214.18 lb.-in

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Equations 7 and 8 illustrate the calculations of the empty weight moment of the podradome assembly. Equations 9 and 10 are visualized in Figure 6, highlight the
calculations for the empty pod-radome assembly‟s moment arm.
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Figure 6: Schematic showing the calculation of the center of mass (gravity) ~
~ - Taken from http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/cm.html [8]
(9)

empty_weight

Xempty_weight = 214.18 lb.-in / 7.25 lb. = 29.54 inches

(10)

In relation to aircraft:
Xempty = 39.60 inches + (29.54 in -23.92 in) = 45.22 inches

(11)

Equation 11 links the empty pod-radome‟s arm from the pod-radome‟s datum to the
aircraft‟s datum. The aircraft‟s datum is shown in Figure 7. To determine the ideal
location, the weight of the radar is presumed to be the maximum payload weight of the
pod-radome assembly. The calculated centroid of the radar (part number: ART-161A) is
located at 3.99 inches forward of the forward contact point at 19.93 inches. Utilizing the
aforementioned (max weight, max weight location and independent datum for podradome), the center of gravity for pod-radome assembly with one instrument and was
calculated.Using a datum as a reference point, measured 50 inches forward from aft
point, the center of mass location were calculated for various weighted components.
Firstly the maximum payload weight was located at the maximum weight location.
Moments for fixed components as well as the maximum payload weight moment were
summated and divided by the total mass (weight) to obtain a certified location for the
center of gravity (Xcm in Figure 6). This procedure is demonstrated in Figure 6.
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Wtotal= Wradar+ Wempty = (10.6 lbs.) + (7.25 lbs.) = 17.85lbs.

(12)

Total Moment = (Wradar + Wempty) Xtotal

(13)

(Wradar + Wempty)Xtotal = Wradar Xradar + Wempty Xempty
Wradar Xradar + Wempty Xempty = 10.6(19.93) +7.25(29.54) = 425.42 lb-in.
Xcertifie

=

=

23.83 inches

(14)
(15)
(16)

Equation 12 shows the summation of weight being equivalent to the total weight of the
Radar and empty pod. Equations 13, 14 and 15 identify the calculation of the total
moment of the Radar and empty pod-radome‟s assembly. Equation 16 shows the
calculation of the certified arm for the total moment. The certified arm is shown in Figure
7.

Figure 7: Pod and radar center of gravity location
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Table 7: Center of Gravity locations in relation to pod-radome’s datum
CG Location in relation to pod-radome’s datum

Configuration

Arm

Weight

Moment

(inches)

(lbs.)

(lb-in.)

Pod, Radome & Screws cg

29.54

7.25

214.17

Radar

19.93

10.60

211.21

Total certified weight

23.83

17.85

425.38

The certified arm (23.83 inches) for the maximum weight for the pod-radome assembly
was utilized for boundary analysis since the pod is radar certified. The radar weight was
used as the maximum weight. When considering a variable single weight and its location
some key facts need to be mentioned. Table 7 highlights the most important center of
gravity arm locations for the radar and empty pod-radome assembly. The total payload
weight‟s center of gravity defined the weight and balance schematic. This condition was
enforced on the single weight configuration, regardless of the weight and location of the
instruments, the total moment most aft center of gravity must be located at or forward of
23.83 inches. To ensure the total moment arm was constant, in formulating the equation
for moving the weight forward of the payload weight point (radar arm in Table 7 is 19.93
inches) the arm was made weight dependent. This ensured that when the weight was
decreased the relevant moment arm would be calculated to ensure the total moment arm
is located at the aforementioned certified location.
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Table 7a: Center of Gravity and reference locations in relation to pod-radome’s
datum

CG locations and referenced locations in relation to
pod-radome’s datum
Title

Arm

Forward contact point

23.92

Aft contact point

51.09

Aft point

50.00

Pod, Radome & Screws cg

29.54

Radar

19.93

Total – Radar, Pod, Radome & Screws cg

23.83

Table 8 identifies the main features of the Rail Support System. In particular the Aft
Mainframe‟s location which influences its Arm. The Slider Drawer system which
includes rail support, aft maintenance, slider drawer from this point on will be referred to
as the Rail. The rail components were all presumed to be Aluminum Alloy 2024-T3 and
all components‟ center of gravity locations were measured from the pod-radome‟s datum.
The location for the Aft Mainframe was developed using anthropometric data acquired
from Figure 7a. The data for figure 7a was acquired from “medical research, life
insurance companies, police, and other government agencies” ibid. The data represents
95 percentile representation of the human body. The human body variable image
numbers 4 and 10 correspond to the male-female chart. To ensure that the Aft
Mainframe‟s was both accessible to male and female scientists, the mean forward arm
reach (labeled 10 in Figure 7a‟s list) of 31.8 inches was used. This value was less than the
median for men. However this length included the chest depth (labeled 4 in Figure 7a‟s
list) of 8.2 inches. To gauge an average for women varies tremendously therefore the
median for men was accepted.
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Table 8: Rail support system’s center of gravity location

Rail Support System
Feature
Arm
weight
Rail Support
33.733
0.540

moment
18.216

Aft Mainframe

43.720

0.280

12.242

Slider Drawer
Adhesive
Total

36.219
43.720
37.05

0.737
0.080
1.637

26.693
3.498
60.65

The chest depth is subtracted from the mean forward arm reach to yield a value of 23.6
inches. This length measures the end of the chest to the tip of the fingers and is not
suitable for maintenance work. Thereby the distance from chest to Aft Mainframe had to
be reduced. To obtain the maximum allowable distance, the hand span was reduced to
allow flexing of the fingers. Figure 7a shows the range of motion of a human arm but also
the length of the average hand. This length is 7.6 inches. The fingers occupy half the
hand‟s length (3.8 inches) and were subtracted from the chest to finger length. This
yielded a value of the maximum allowable length of 19.8 inches. Though this value is
now ideal to accommodate for the Aft Mainframe thickness of 0.03 inch the closest point
is 19.77 inches. To relate this length to the Aft Mainframe Arm in Table 8, it must be
noted the Pod and Radome are separable (as shown Figure 2). Therefore maintenance can
be conducted from the entrance of the Radome. Due to angular displacement the end of
the chest was located at 23.97 inches on the pod-radome‟s datum. When the two lengths
are combine it yielded a separation of Aft Mainframe of 43.74 inches from pod-radome‟s
datum.
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Figure 7a: Anthropometric data for humans arm reach~
~ Figure 7a was taken from D. Henry Edel Jr.[1] and altered for desired effect.
This point was the furthest point any instrument, neglecting the certified cg constraint,
can be placed. When the Aft Mainframe wall support was added to the Aft Mainframe, it
shifted the Aft Mainframe assembly‟s cg forward to 43.72 inches as shown in Table 8.
The weight was calculated using the density properties and volume of each sub
component of the rail, as shown Table 8. Once the weight of each component was known,
the total rail center of gravity location was calculated, by dividing the summation of the
moments by the summation of the weights and yielded a distance of 37.05 inches aft of
the pod-radome‟s datum as shown in Table 8 or 52.73 inches from the aircraft datum.
The Variable Single Weight‟s center of gravity location was the result of imposing the
certified location for the total moment onto the variable single weight (from this point the
variable single weight will be known as the payload). The fixed components empty
weight and center of gravity (inches) were maintained for all calculations. Fixed
components moment was calculated by multiplying the empty weight (7.25 lbs.) by the
Xcg_empty location (29.54 inches) to give a resultant moment (214.17 lb.-in). The rail
moment is the product of the rail‟s weight (1.637 lbs.) and center of gravity location
(37.05 inches) and yielded a product of 60.65 lb.-in (shown in Table 9).
identifies the results obtained from the calculation.
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Table 9

Table 9: Calculations of a single weight total moment
Variable Single
Fixed Components

Rail Components
Wrail

Weight
Xpay

Total Moment
Moment

Weight

Total

resultant

total

Moment

Xcg

Wempty

Xempty

Moment

X rail

Moment

Wpay

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

8.963 16.80 150.54

17.85

425.37

23.83

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

8.500 16.41 139.50

17.39

414.33

23.83

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

8.000 15.95 127.59

16.89

402.42

23.83

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

7.500 15.42 115.67

16.39

390.50

23.83

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

7.000 14.82 103.76

15.89

378.59

23.83

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

6.500 14.13

91.84

15.39

366.67

23.83

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

6.000 13.32

79.93

14.89

354.76

23.83

7.25

29.54

214.17 1.637 37.05

60.65

5.330 12.00

63.96

14.22

338.79

23.83

The payload weight moment is calculated differently. Since, the total moment center of
gravity must remain or in front of the certified center of gravity location (23.83 inches aft
of datum) the change in payload weight is dependent on the payload center of gravity
location. Thereby allowing the payload arm (Xpay from Table 9 or Xpayload in equation
17) to be equivalent to the quotient of the value, obtained from the subtraction of the
fixed component moment and the rail moment from the total moment, divided by the
Variable Single Weight (VSW). Therefore the equation is:

The Total Weight is equated to the summation of all the weights.
This was done by decreasing the VSW by point 0.5 lb. increments until the Xpay reached
the rail‟s limit of 12 inches. The trend of Xpay in Table 9 shows that for a decreasing
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single weight the VSW arm moves forward to maintain an ideal Total Moment arm at the
point 23.83 inches aft of the datum. This phenomenon is identified in Figure 7a by the
single weight with resultant certified location. Figure 7a.1 identifies a check and balance
procedure, unlike Table 9, Figure 7a.1 uses a localized datum at the total moment center
of gravity location (Xcg datum at 23.83 inches). The first part of Figure 7a.1 shows a
similar calculation as in Table 9 for the max variable single weight. The third section is
the recalculation of the total moment using the resultant moment as the datum. Thereby
any distance aft of 23.83 inches has a negative arm length and any arm forward has a
positive value. The sixth row is a conversion of the third row from pod-radome‟s datum
to the Xcg datum. The ninth row in Figure 7a.1 combines the fixed components and the
rail components‟ weight into the combined weight. The combine weight arm length is the
quotient of the summation of the rail and fixed component moment divided by the
summation of the fixed and rail components‟ weight. Using a conservation of moment‟s
concept the moment of the payload must be equivalent to the combined moment but in a
counter direction.

Fixed Components
Rail Components
Variable Single Weight
Total Moment
Wempty Xempty Moment Wrail
Xrail Moment Wpay
Xpay Moment Wtotal Moment
7.25
29.54
214.17
1.637
37.05
60.65
8.963
16.797 150.55
17.85
425.37
Recalculation of the total moment using the resultant moment Xcg location (23.83 inches)as the datum reference
Wempty(b) Xempty(b) Moment Wrail(b) Xrail(b) Moment Wpay(b) Xpay(b) Moment Wtotal Moment
7.25
-5.71
-41.40
1.637
-13.22 -21.64
8.963
7.03
63.04
17.85
0.000
Combined Fixed and Rail components
Variable Single Weight
Total Moment
Wcom =
Xcom=ΣMempty+rail/
Total
Xpay of
Moment
Wpay(b) Xpay(b) Moment
pod
datum
Wempty +Wrail
Wcom
Moment
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
17
8.963
6.83
61.217
-1.82
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
16.797
8.963
7.033
63.039
0.000
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
16
8.051
7.830
63.039
0.000
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
15
7.139
8.830
63.039
0.000
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
14
6.413
9.830
63.039
0.000
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
13
5.821
10.830 63.039
0.000
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
12
5.329
11.830 63.039
0.000
8.887
-7.09
-63.039
11
4.913
12.830 63.039
0.000

Xcg
23.83
δXcg
0.00
δXcg
-0.20
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Figure 7a.1: Calculations of a single weight cg forward of total moment cg location
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The payload arm was first converted from the pod-radome‟s datum to Xcg datum by
subtracting payload arm from the Xcg datum. The payload weight is then equivalent to
the combined weight multiply by the ratio of the combine arm length divided by the
payload arm length. The result is shown in Figure 7a.1. However in the ninth row the
payload arm is to far aft and requires a 0.2 inches adjustment forward. It was labeled red
to show that it has a negative moment and needs adjusting. Figure 7b maps out the zone
of comfort where the weight and balance can be installed. It is bounded by the maximum
allowable weight of 8.963 lbs., the most forward rail limit at 12 inches and curvilinear
part is taken from Figure 7a.1. Any weight that falls below the bounded zone or above it
causes the total weight center of gravity to move further aft beyond the certified center of
gravity.

Figure 7b: Schematic of Pod-radome Single weight’s weight and balance
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Weight and location combination in the zone allows the total weight Xcg for the pod to
move forward a feature which is desirable.

2.1.6. Determination of Possible Instruments for the Pod and Radome
Assembly

The pod-radome was developed for the containment of radar systems (originally radar
antenna 4001018-6101). However it has been adapted to house optical instruments with a
„look down‟ orientation. The pod-radome assembly can be modified to hold a number of
instruments. Instruments as the radiometer, heitronics pyrometer, laser altimeter, network
cameras, static port, gyro meter and it can even carry fuel (with some further
modifications). Though the possibilities seem boundless the instrument interface is not.
For some of the later instruments mentioned above, the interface would have to be
altered. However, for instruments such as the pyrometer, camera and the laser altimeter
this configuration has the capacity to be installed in a look down orientation.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Results and Discussion
The final design for the assembly is depicted below in Figures 8, 9 and 10. Figure 4
identifies the parts of the assembly and the various components shown below. Figure 8
show the instrument interface and the fixed components without the pod-radome
components. This is a result of physiological constraints as the aft mainframe is very
close to the average human hand range limit as identified in the reach zones of Table 2
and Table 3. Figure 9 shows the partial orientation of the aft mainframe assembly with
one Rail Support and a Slider Drawer in an exploded view. The Slider Drawer is premanufactured product which can be purchased at Mc Master Carr.com. Figure 10 is a
detailed side view of the pod-radome assembly with the instrument interface and a
simulated position of the Network Camera (note: this position would yield a XTOTAL that
is further aft of the XCERTIFIED)

Figure 8: Side view of internal structural components of the assembly
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Figure 9: Sectional view of the instrument interface

Figure 10: Side view of pod-radome assembly with simulated position for a network
camera
Table 10 was taken from the Solidworks 2009 premium stress analysis report. Table 10
identifies the results for the primary stress analysis using Solidworks 2009 premium and
the resultant displacement of the Rail Support. A limit factor of three for side and upward
inertial forces, a forward limit factor of two, and a down ward limit of six point six was
applied to the Rail Support. There are two Rail Supports for the assembly. The Von
Mises Stress is the total stress of the three planes and has a maximum value of 23058
pounds per square inch (psi). However, there is a displacement of 7.52 millimeters (mm)
which is an acceptable displacement for the induced inertial loading. Figure 11 shows the
factor of safety of 2.17 which is above the 1.5 required factor of safety for operational
use.
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Table 10: Results of the primary stress and displacement
Name

Type

Max

Stress

VON: von Mises Stress

23058 psi

Displacement

Resultant Displacement

7.52 mm

Factor of Safety

Normal

2.17

The Factor of Safety image in Figure 11 shows the Rail Support having an operational
Factor of Safety above 2.17. Figure 11 was developed by fixating the end surfaces as a
supported end and then applying inertial force the equivalent to limit factor of 3 for the
sideward and upward forces, 2 for forward external forces and 6.6 for downward onto the
Rail Support.

3.2 Limitations of the Study

There are limitations which inhibit the continuance of this study in greater detail:
1. One such detail is the need for detailed ergonomic interaction between mission
requirements and operational suitability of instruments in relation to direct
human use. The instrument interface was developed to accommodate work
crews whether scientist or maintenance personnel, both would have the ease of
access to instruments and easier installation process. The need for detail
instrument interaction with the interface is vital to the suitability of the study.
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Figure 11: Rail Support-Study 1-Factor of Safety-Factor of Safety

2. Simulated inertial studies of the interface were used as the primary analysis of
the pod-radome instrument interface.
3. The focus of this study has been on investigating a design methodology which
can be utilized to acquire and achieve the desired design result for any project
but in this case particularly for the Cessna 210 wing pod.
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3.3 Recommendations

The sliding drawer system is effective as it is simple and user friendly. It is made up of
three main components one of which is pre-manufactured, two for structural support. It
has the least complicated parts and a manufacture process that is simple. However the
following are some recommendations for future studies:
1. The full system requires detailed analysis of the instrumented assembly as that
is beyond the scope of this study.
2. The Rail Support can be redesigned to reduce the overall weight of the
instrument interface thereby altering the shape and size of the weight and
balance schematic in Figure 7b.
3. More qualitative data can be acquired about the structural strength of the podradome external structure which could increase the maximum allowable weight
thereby changing shape and size of the weight and balance schematic in Figure
7b.
4. Simulations can be done to permit structural cutouts for the pod-radome.
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Figure 12: Actual and Simulated image of the pod’s fixed components
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Figure 13: A 3-D Drawing of a proposed instrument placement holder
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Figure 14: Drawing of a proposed instrument placement holder
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Figure 15: Drawing of Aft Mainframe assembly
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Figure 16: Drawing of Aft Mainframe

47

Figure 17: Drawing of Aft Mainframe Wall Support
48

Figure 18: Drawing of Aft Mainframe Attachment

49

Figure 19: Drawing of Rail Support

50

Figure 20: A 3-dimension view of the Rail Support component
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Figure 21: Drawing of Slider Drawer taken from Mc Master Carr [9]
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Stress analysis of rail support
Table 11: Study Properties
Study name

Study 1

Analysis type

Static

Mesh Type:

Solid Mesh

Solver type

Direct Sparse solver

Inertial Relief:

Off

Thermal Effect:

Input Temperature

Zero strain temperature

298.000000

Units

Kelvin

Unit system:

SI

Length/Displacement

m

Temperature

Kelvin

Angular velocity

rad/s

Stress/Pressure

N/m^2

Material name:

[SW] Aluminum 2024-T3

Material Model Type:

Linear Elastic Isotropic

Default Failure Criterion:

Max von Mises Stress

Application Data:

N/A
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Table 12: Material Properties
No.

Body Name

Material

Mass

Volume

1

rail support

[SW]

0.274773 lb

2.735

Aluminum

in3

2024-T3
Property Name

Value

Units

Value Type

Elastic modulus

1.0501e+007

psi

Constant

Poisson's ratio

0.33

NA

Constant

Shear modulus

4.0611e+006

psi

Constant

Mass density

0.10043

lb/in^3

Constant

Tensile strength

70343

psi

Constant

Yield strength

50038

psi

Constant

Thermal

1.2778e-005

/Fahrenheit

Constant

0.001605

BTU/(in.s.F)

Constant

0.20903

Btu/(lb.F)

Constant

expansion
coefficient
Thermal
conductivity
Specific heat
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Table 13: Load
Load name

Selection set

Fixture-1<rail

on 2 Face(s) fixed.

Loading type

support>
Force/Torque-1 <rail on 1 Face(s) apply force Sequential
support >
9 lb normal to reference Loading
plane with respect to
selected reference Edge<
1 > using uniform
distribution
Force/Torque-2 <rail on 1 Face(s) apply force Sequential
support 2>
27 lb normal to reference Loading
plane with respect to
selected reference Edge<
1 > using uniform
distribution
Force/Torque-3 <rail on 1 Face(s) apply force Sequential
support 2>
13.5 lb
normal to Loading
reference plane
with
respect
to
selected
reference Edge< 1 >
using
uniform
distribution
Gravity-1

Gravity with respect to Sequential
Top Plane with gravity Loading
acceleration -9.81 m/s^2
normal to reference plane
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Table 14: Mesh Information
Mesh Type:

Solid Mesh

Mesher Used:

Standard mesh

Automatic Transition:

Off

Smooth Surface:

On

Jacobian Check:

4 Points

Element Size:

0.14551 in

Tolerance:

0.0072753 in

Quality:

High

Number of elements:

8864

Number of nodes:

18726

Time to complete mesh (hh;mm;ss):

00:00:03
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Table 15: Forces
Free-

Units

Sum X

Sum Y

Sum Z

Resultant

lb

-1.116e-4

4.968e-

2.0153e-

5.095e-004

004

005

Body
Forces
Entire
Body
Reaction

Units

Sum X

Sum Y

Sum Z

Resultant

lb

13.5

27

9

21.28

Forces
Entire
Body
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Table 16: Default Results
Name

Type

Stress1

VON:

Min

Max

von 1.4402e-005 23037 psi

Mises Stress

psi
Node:
17015

Displacement1 Resultant

0 mm

Displacement
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Node: 1

7.52 mm

Figure 22: Rail Support –Study 1 Stress
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Figure 23: Rail Support-Study 1-Factor of Safety-Factor of Safety1
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